8
Causal Paths and Closing Back Doors
I Walk the Line
Previous chapters have emphasized the concept of the causal diagram. I, the author of this book, clearly have a thing for nodes and
arrows.
The reason these diagrams can be so useful for applied researchers
is that they make clear the different reasons why two variables might
be related to each other, and also what we need to do to identify the
answer to our research question.
Both of these benefits of causal diagrams come about by thinking
carefully about the paths from one variable to another on a diagram.
These paths tell us why—why are two variables related? Which
causes the other? That’s the kind of crucial context we need to figure
out our research question.
Those paths are what this chapter is all about.
What is a path? A path between two variables on a causal diagram
is a description of the set of arrows and nodes you visit when “walking” from one variable to another.
For example, consider the below diagram Figure 8.1. We can observe in data that B and C are related. But why are they related?

A

E

D

B

C

One reason is that B causes C. After all, B → C is on the diagram—
that’s one path between B and C.
Another reason is that D causes both E and C, and E causes B. In
other words, we have the path B ← E ← D → C. We can “walk“ from

Path A path on a causal diagram
is the set of arrows and nodes you
pass when going from one variable to
another.
Figure 8.1: An Example Causal
Diagram for Path-Finding
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B to E, and then onwards to D, and finally to C. We’ve taken a nice
little stroll along the paths laid out on our diagram, and moved from
one variable, B, to another, C.
So why are B and C related? As mentioned, one reason is that
B causes C. The path B → C is on the diagram. Another is that D
causes C, and D also causes E which causes B. In other words, B and
C appear to move together because they’re both caused by D.
If our research question is about the effect of B on C, then this second pathway—the one that D is responsible for, is another reason we
would see B and C being related other than B → C. It’s an alternate
explanation for our data, other than the explanation that answers our
research question.
The paths can tell us the road we want to walk on, and also the
road we want to avoid. They’re crucial for figuring out our identification. So let’s learn about them.

Any Way You Like It
Our first task will be finding all the paths. That’s right, all
of them. We want to be able to write out every single path that starts
with the treatment variable, and ends with the outcome variable.
Why do we need to be sure to get every path? Because each path
explains one way in which the treatment and outcome variables might
be related. They’re alternate explanations. For example, if we are
looking at the effect of smoking on cancer, and one path is Smoking
→ Cancer, and another is Smoking ← Income → Cancer, then if you
say “smoking causes cancer,” then someone else could, quite reasonably, say “maybe, but also, being low-income can affect both whether
you smoke and your health generally, so maybe it’s just a statistical
illusion!”
If you want to really show how much your treatment causes your
outcome, you have to be able to find those alternate explanations
so you can account for them in your research and identify just the
explanation you’re interested in.
Those alternate explanations live on the paths. If we want to destroy them, first we must know them.
So how can we find every path? There might be lots of paths on
a more complex graph. So how can we find them?
We can follow a few convenient steps:1
1. Start at the treatment variable
2. Follow one of the arrows coming in or out (either is fine!) of the

1

Computer science enthusiasts may
recognize this as a greedy algorithm.
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treatment variable to find another variable
3. Then, follow one of the arrows coming in or out of that variable
4. Keep repeating step 3 until you either come to a variable you’ve
already visited (not a path!), or find the outcome variable (that’s a
path! Write it down)
5. Every time you either find a path or a loop, back up one and try
a different arrow in/out until you’ve tried them all. Then, back up
again and try all those arrows
6. Once you’ve tried all the ways out of the treatment variable and all
the eventual paths, you’ve got all the paths!
Let’s do a quick example with a simple diagram in Figure 8.2.
B

C

Figure 8.2: Diagram that we will
Look for Paths On

A

Treatment

Outcome

Let’s follow the steps outlined above.2
• Start at Treatment.
• Let’s follow an arrow! Let’s go straight to Outcome
• We’ve reached outcome so that’s a path. Treatment → Outcome is
a path.
• Back up to Treatment. Follow another arrow. This time to A.
• Now follow an arrow out of A. Let’s go to Outcome. Done! Treatment → A → Outcome is a path.
• Back up to A. Take the other arrow out to B.
• Where can we go from here? Only to C without repeating a variable.
• And from C we can only go to Outcome. Done! Treatment → A ←
B → C → Outcome is a path.
• Back up to B, but there’s nowhere else to go.
• Back up to A, and nowhere else to go.

2

And if this seems tedious (and it is),
don’t worry. Once you’ve done this to
a few diagrams, you’ll start to be able
to spot all the paths without having
to go through this slog.
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• Back up to Treatment. The only arrow left is B.
• From B we can go to A, and then on to Outcome. Done! Treatment ← B → A → Outcome is a path.
• Back up to A, then back up to B. Only path remaining is C, then
Outcome. Done! Treatment ← B → C → Outcome is a path.
• Back up to C, nowhere to go, back up to B, nowhere else to go,
back up to Treatment, nowhere else to go. We’ve exhausted all the
possibilities. We’re done!
The full list of paths is:
• Treatment → Outcome
• Treatment → A → Outcome
• Treatment → A ← B → C → Outcome
• Treatment ← B → A → Outcome
• Treatment ← B → C → Outcome
Let’s practice. The example diagram in Figure 8.3 has a few more
moving parts so we can try to work through the full list of paths. Give
it a shot yourself first—try to find all the paths you can, and then see
how well you’ve matched up to the full list.
Figure 8.3 shows the relationship between drinking wine and your
lifespan. There are a few reasons why you might expect people who
drink more wine to live longer. Perhaps wine itself really does have
an effect, for one. Also, the kinds of people who choose to drink wine
might also live longer for other reasons, such as their baseline level
of health or their income. Also, maybe wine-drinking affects your
penchant for taking other drugs (perhaps as a substitute?) and so
affects your lifespan in that way. All of that is on the diagram.
Figure 8.3: The Effect of Wine on
Lifespan

U1

Income

Health

Wine

LifeSpan

Drugs
Let’s follow our steps and see where it leads us.
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• From Wine, we can go to LifeSpan. Easy. Wine → LifeSpan
• Now back to Wine. The next arrow out is Drugs, which only goes
to LifeSpan. Wine → Drugs → LifeSpan
• Back to Drugs, no other way out, so back to Wine. Next out let’s
go to Income
• From Income we can go to LifeSpan: Wine ← Income → LifeSpan
• Now back to Income. The only way out is U1. From there we have
to go to Health. And from Health we’ve already visited Wine so the
only way is LifeSpan. Wine ← Income ← U1 → Health → LifeSpan
• Back to Health, every other arrow out is somewhere we’ve been.
Then back to U1, have to go back to Income, and again we’ve already taken every arrow out already, so back to Wine
• The only arrow we haven’t been out of yet is Health. So we go
to Health and can then go on to LifeSpan. Wine ← Health →
LifeSpan
• Back to Health. We can take the arrow to U1 out of Health, which
goes to Income, which goes to LifeSpan. Wine ← Health ← U1 →
Income → LifeSpan
And there we have it! We’ve exhausted all the possible ways we can
get from Wine to LifeSpan. The full list of paths is
• Wine → LifeSpan
• Wine → Drugs → LifeSpan
• Wine ← Income → LifeSpan
• Wine ← Income ← U1 → Health → LifeSpan
• Wine ← Health → LifeSpan
• Wine ← Health ← U1 → Income → LifeSpan
And each of those paths contains a story—a reason why we’d see a
relationship between Wine and LifeSpan in data. Wine can affect your
drug-taking, which affects your lifespan (Wine → Drugs → LifeSpan).
Or people who drink wine tend to be richer, and richer people live
longer (Wine ← Income → LifeSpan). Or, people who drink Wine
tend to be richer. Richer people on average have better health, and
health improves your lifespan (Wine ← Income ← U1 → Health →
LifeSpan). A story for every path. But which stories matter to us?
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Good Paths and Bad Paths, Front Doors and Back Doors

Now that we have our list of paths, what can we do with them?
The promise I’ve given you is that we can use these paths to figure
out how to answer your research question. And we can! At this point,
the next step in using the paths we’ve come up with is to figure out
just exactly how they relate to your research question.
This brings us to the concept of Good Paths and Bad Paths.
In short, Good Paths are the reasons why the treatment and outcome variables are related that you think should “count” for your
research question. Bad paths are the paths that shouldn’t count, in
other words the alternate explanations.
Usually, this is as simple as “every path in which all the arrows face
away from Treatment are Good Paths, and the rest are Bad Paths.”
Paths where all the arrows face away from Treatment are also known
as front door paths. The rest would then be “back door paths.” Paths
with at least one arrow pointing towards Treatment are back door
paths. So, usually, all the front door paths are good, and all the back
door paths are bad.3
Taking Figure 8.3 as an example, there are two paths where all the
arrows are going away from Wine: Wine → LifeSpan and Wine →
Drugs → LifeSpan. These are all the ways in which a change in Wine
would cause a change in LifeSpan. So these are our front door paths.
And if our research question is “does Wine cause LifeSpan?” then
these front door paths are the Good Paths, and the other, back door
paths are bad ones.
It might not be quite as simple as that depending on what
your research question is. For example, if instead of asking “does Wine
cause LifeSpan?” you want to know “other than how it might affect
drug-taking, does Wine cause LifeSpan?”
With this research question, the Wine → Drugs → LifeSpan suddenly becomes a path we’re not interested in, even though it’s a front
door. If we look at the raw data, one reason why Wine and LifeSpan
would be related is because of Drugs. But we are no longer interested
in that part of the effect! We might at this point consider it a bad
path.
Research questions like this, where the only good path is Treatment
→ Outcome, are looking for “direct effects.” They are uninterested in
“indirect effects” that take detours through variables like Drugs.
So we have all our paths, and we’ve figured out which of them
are good and which are bad. The key to identifying the answer to our

Good Path. A causal path is good
if it is describing a reason why treatment and outcome are related that
answers your research question.
Bad Path. A causal path is bad if it
is describing a reason why treatment
and outcome are related that is
unrelated to your research question,
or is an alternate explanation of the
data.
Front Door Path. A causal path
where all the arrows point away from
Treatment.
Back Door Path. A causal path
where at least one arrow, somewhere
along the line, is pointing back left
towards the treatment variable.
3
In Abel and Annie’s case in Chapter
5, the good, front door path was
through the basement window, and
all the other , Bad Paths out of the
house were back door paths.

Direct Effect. The causal path
Treatment → Outcome.
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research question, then, is to find a way to dig just the Good Paths out
of the data without getting distracted by the bad ones.

Open and Closed Paths
Those pesky Bad Paths can cause us some real trouble. But only
as long as they’re open for business. Open for... trouble business. In
the business for trouble? Troubling business. Put something cool here.
The presence of a path on your diagram means that there is a relationship between the variables at the beginning and end of the path
explained by the variables along the path. Wine → Drugs → LifeSpan
means that Wine and LifeSpan will be related partly because of how
Wine affects Drugs. Wine ← Income → LifeSpan means that Wine
and LifeSpan will be related partly because of how Income affects both
Wine and LifeSpan.
However, this is only true if the path is Open. A path is Open if
all of the variables along that paths are allowed to vary. It is instead
Closed if one of the variables along that path has no variation.
What do I mean by this? Let’s take Wine → Drugs → LifeSpan
as an example. If in our data set we have wine drinkers and non-wine
drinkers, drug-users and non-drug users, and people with shorter and
longer lifespans, then all the variables along this path have variation.
They vary in value!
But what if we pick a data set in which nobody uses drugs? In this
case, there’s no variation in Drugs, and thus none of the relationship
between Wine and LifeSpan can possibly be driven by Drugs. The
path has Closed.4
That’s the basic idea—paths become Closed, and thus no longer
a threat to our identification—if we can remove all the variation due
to a variable along that path. Picking a sample in which there’s no
variation in that variable, as we did by picking a sample where nobody
did drugs, is one way to do that, although it’s not a particularly great
way. There are other ways.
For now, let’s just assume we have some way of controlling for a
variable. In other words, we have some way of statistically adjusting
our data so as to remove all the variation in a variable and thus closing a path with that variable on it. We talked about how to do this by
estimating conditional conditional means in Chapter 4. We could also
do this by, as just mentioned, picking a data set where the variable
doesn’t vary. Or by picking a set of untreated observations with very
similar (or exactly the same) values of that variable.5
Holding that variable constant and un-varying, if you prefer.6
If we can control for at least one variable on each of our

Open Path. A causal path is open
if all of the variables along the path
have variation in the data.
Closed Path. A causal path is
Closed if at least one of the variables
along the path has no variation in the
data.

4

You can also imagine also picking
a sample in which nobody drinks
wine—all the paths with Wine (i.e.,
all the paths) would Close! We obviously wouldn’t be able to study
the effects of wine in that sample,
since there aren’t any wine drinkers
to compare the non-wine-drinkers too.
Another way to say that is that all
the paths are Closed.

5

This last approach is called matching, and there are many ways to do
it!
6
Or adding it as a control variable
to a regression, or matching on it.
But those are specific applications
of “controlling”—we’re speaking
generally here!
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Bad Paths without controlling for anything on one of our
Good Paths, we have identified the answer to our research
question.
And there it is. That’s how you do it.
Let’s try this our on our Wine study. As a recap, here’s the
diagram again in Figure 8.4, as well as our list of paths:
Figure 8.4: The Effect of Wine on
Lifespan

U1

Income

Health

Wine

LifeSpan

Drugs

1. *Wine → LifeSpan
2. *Wine → Drugs → LifeSpan
3. Wine ← Income → LifeSpan
4. Wine ← Income ← U1 → Health → LifeSpan
5. Wine ← Health → LifeSpan
6. Wine ← Health ← U1 → Income → LifeSpan
If we’re interested in the effect of Wine on LifeSpan, we want all the
ways in which Wine can cause LifeSpan to change. We want all the
Front Door Paths. We have two Front Door Paths, which means we
have two Good Paths, marked with *. The rest are Bad Paths.
We can identify the answer to this research question by picking at
least one variable along each Bad Path to control, without controlling
for anything on a Good Path.
Let’s start by controlling for Income. What does that get us? Let’s
turn all the Closed paths gray to see. Income shows up in paths 3, 4,
and 6, so those are all now Closed.
1. *Wine → LifeSpan
2. *Wine → Drugs → LifeSpan
3. Wine ← Income → LifeSpan
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4. Wine ← Income ← U1 → Health → LifeSpan
5. Wine ← Health → LifeSpan
6. Wine ← Health ← U1 → Income → LifeSpan
Only one Bad Path to close! If we control for Health we can do it.
Controlling for both Health and Income we get...
1. *Wine → LifeSpan
2. *Wine → Drugs → LifeSpan
3. Wine ← Income → LifeSpan
4. Wine ← Income ← U1 → Health → LifeSpan
5. Wine ← Health → LifeSpan
6. Wine ← Health ← U1 → Income → LifeSpan
So if we control for both Health and Income, any remaining relationship between Wine and LifeSpan identifies the answer to our
research question—what is the effect of Wine on Lifespan?7
There’s a wrinkle: Colliders. There’s something I’ve been leaving out about this whole Open and Closed paths thing. So far I’ve
said that paths are open as long as every variable along the path is allowed to vary, but removing the variation from a variable on the path
(controlling/adjusting for it) Closes the path.
But that’s not always true. Specifically, that’s not true when there
is a collider on the path. A variable is a collider on a particular path
if, on that path, both arrows point at it.
For example, on the path Treatment ← A → B ← C → Outcome,
B is a collider, since the arrows on either side of it on the path point
towards it.8
When there’s a collider on the path, that path is Closed by default.
That is, it’s Closed even if all of the variables on the path are allowed
to vary.
Further, if you control for the collider, the path Opens back up!
Thankfully, you can Close it back down again by controlling for another variable along the path.
Why does this happen? Why does it matter that both arrows are
pointing at the variable? We’ll go into more detail on this in Chapter
??.
But for now, you can think of it this way: the collider variable
doesn’t cause anything else on the path. It’s just being caused by
the variables to its left and right on the path. So if we’re looking

7

Assuming our model was correct.

Collider. A variable is a collider on a
path if the arrows on either side of it
both point at it.
8
Notice that being a collider has to
do with where it is on a particular
path. It’s not a feature of the variable,
it’s a feature of the path. B might not
be a collider on other paths it’s a part
of.
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for alternate explanations of why Treatment and Outcome might be
related, the collider shuts that alternate explanation down.
If the path were Treatment ← C → Outcome, without a collider,
then one reason why Treatment and Outcome vary together is because
C causes them both. But with a collider, Treatment ← A → B ← C
→ Outcome, C can affect Outcome, and C can affect B, but because
B doesn’t affect Treatment, C can no longer induce a relationship
between Treatment and Outcome. B saved us!
Okay, so that’s why a collider Closes a path by default. But why
does controlling for the collider Open it back up? Because once you
control for the collider, the two variables pointing to the collider become related,9 and suddenly C can affect A and thus affect Treatment
again. The alternate explanation returns.
What’s the goal, then? If we want to identify the answer to our
research question, what we have to do is Close all the Bad paths while
leaving all the Good paths Open. Once we’ve done that, any remaining relationship between Treatment and Control can only be going
through the Good paths, and all of the Good paths we want are included! This is exactly what we want.
This takes a careful consideration of the diagram and the paths
along it. Which ones are Good? Which are Bad? Which are Closed
by default because of colliders? Which are Open and need one of the
variables along it controlled for so it can be Closed? Can we be careful
not to Close any Good paths?
This is the process of identification.

Using Paths to Test Your Diagram
Before we move on, there’s one more neat trick we can
play with causal paths.
Everything we’ve talked about so far has been about looking for
paths between Treatment and Outcome. But that’s not all you can do
in a diagram! We can look for paths between any two variables.
Now, this might not directly help us answer our research question,
which really only cares about paths between Treatment and Outcome.
But what it can do is help us determine whether we have the right
diagram in the first place.
Let’s pick two variables on our diagram other than Treatment and
Outcome. Let’s call them A and B. The basic idea is this: list all of
the paths between A and B. Then, do what you need to do to make
sure they’re all Closed. Then, if A and B are still related to each other
(as might be determined using any of the methods in Chapter 4), that

9

Uh, why is that? For example,
imagine your boss has a habit of
ordering sandwiches for the whole
oﬀice, but they always announce it
after you’ve already ordered lunch. So
we have the path BuyASandwich →
EatASandwich ← GiftedASandwich.
Whether you’ve bought a sandwich
is totally unrelated to whether your
boss gives you one. But if we know
you EatASandwich (i.e. control for
the collider), they are related—if
you didn’t BuyASandwich then you
must have been GiftedASandwich. So
now there’s a link from BuyASandwich and GiftedASandwich, and an
alternate explanation can occur.
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means there must be some other path you didn’t account for! Your
diagram is deficient, and perhaps in an important way.
Let’s do a quick example, once again turning to wine. Let’s
pick two variables on Figure 8.4. Let’s try it with Income and Drugs.
What are all the paths between Drugs and Income? Using our steps
from before, we get:
• Drugs ← Wine ← Income
• Drugs ← Wine ← Health ← U1 → Income
• Drugs ← Wine ← Health → LifeSpan ← Income
• Drugs ← Wine → LifeSpan ← Income
• Drugs → LifeSpan ← Income
• Drugs → LifeSpan ← Wine ← Income
• Drugs → LifeSpan ← Wine ← Health ← U1 → Income
• Drugs → LifeSpan ← Health → Wine ← Income
• Drugs → LifeSpan ← Health ← U1 → Income
That’s a lot! But the list of Open paths is much smaller, since
LifeSpan is a collider everywhere it turns up. The list of Open Paths
is only:
• Drugs ← Wine ← Income
• Drugs ← Wine ← Health ← U1 → Income
If we can then control for Wine, both of these paths Close too.
What we’ve learned is that our diagram effectively makes the claim
that there’s no way that Income and Drugs are related to each other
except through the amount of wine you drink. That seems... unlikely.
We can then check in the data to see if Income and Drugs are related
after controlling for Wine. If they are (and they likely will be), our
model is incomplete.
Failing a test here is not the end of the world, thankfully. Yes,
failing one of these tests does prove that your model is incorrect
and incomplete. But let’s be honest, we already knew that before
we started. Models necessarily leave things out. The question isn’t
whether you’ve omitted anything, it’s how important the omission is!
So then what’s the point of these tests?
Well, just because it’s not the end of the world doesn’t mean failing
a test shouldn’t at least lead you to reflect on whether the model can
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be improved. Even the process of setting up the test can be informative. Did you notice when looking at the original Figure 8.4 that it
implied that Income only affected Drugs through Wine? Maybe, or
maybe not. Regardless, the test definitely made that clear.
Also, even if we find a relationship, there are degrees of relationship! If you find a small but nonzero relationship that, according to
the diagram, shouldn’t be there, that might be a minor case for concern. But if there’s an enormous and super-strong relationship that
shouldn’t be there, that’s when you should really worry and maybe go
back to the drawing board on your diagram.

Path Glossary
We’ve talked about a lot of different kinds of paths. Here are some
reminders as to what these terms mean.
Good Path. A path that relates to your research question/a path
you are trying to identify.
Bad Path. A path that is not related to your research question.
Front Door Path. A path where all the arrows point away from
Treatment.
Back Door Path. A path where at least one of the arrows points
towards Treatment.
Open Path. A path in which there is variation in all variables
along the path (and no variation in any colliders on that path).
Closed Path. A path in which there is at least one variable with
no variation (or a collider with variation).
Collider. A variable is a collider along a path if both arrows on
either side of it point at it.

Chapter Questions
1. What is the difference between an open path and a closed path?
2. Consider the research question: Does having higher income cause
better health?
(a) Draw a causal diagram depicting the data generating process
for this relationship.
(b) Identify the front door paths.
(c) Identify the back door paths.
(d) Identify direct effects.
(e) Identify good paths and bad paths.
(f) How realistic do you think it would be to be able to answer the
question about causality?
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3. Which of the following describes a causal path where all the arrows
point away from the treatment?
(a) Open path
(b) Closed path
(c) Front door path
(d) Back door path
4. Think of a research question in your field. Draw a causal diagram.
(a) List all the paths in the diagram.
(b) Which variables on the diagram could you close by controlling
for something?
(c) Are there any paths that you need to close to identify the answer to your research question but you can’t because you won’t
have data on a necessary variable?
5. Consider Figure 8.5, which depicts the relationship between teaching quality, number of publications (e.g., articles, books), and popularity among scholars and students in a population of professors.
(a) What type of variable is Popularity in one path on this diagram?
(b) Discuss what would happen if you control for Popularity.
Figure 8.5: Publications and Popularity

TeachingQuality

Popularity

NumberOfPublications

6. What is a collider variable?
7. Consider Figure 7, which depicts the relationship between a pandemicrelated lockdown and an economic recession. The research question
of interest is: Does a pandemic-related lockdown cause recession?
(a) Write down all the paths in the diagram. To make our lives
simpler (there are a lot of paths in this diagram), ignore any
path that goes through Stimulus.
(b) List all of the paths that are Front Door Paths.
(c) What would happen if we controlled for unemployment?
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(d) Is it possible to measure each of the variables adequately?
(e) Can you think of any variables and paths not depicted in the
diagram that may be relevant to identify the answer to the research question?
PriorEconomy

Stimulus

Lockdown

Recession

Unemployment

8. Consider the question: Does obtaining a higher education improve
income? Think of a couple of examples of Bad Paths in a causal
diagram depicting the data generating process for this research
question.

